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MotoGP grid sizes grow for 2011
This week saw confirmation by the FiM, world motorcycle racings 
governing body, that six “claiming rules teams” have been granted 
places on the MotoGP next season in a bid to increase grid sizes in 
the premier class. 

The new teams, all promoted from Moto2, will race production 
based engines with customer chassis. As a result there is little chance 
of the new teams competing at the sharp end of the field. however 
with dispensations, such as an extra three litres of fuel and additional 
engines to use throughout the year, the new teams could be well 
placed to spring a surprise at some races where fuel is marginal for 
their factory rivals.

The new teams are Kiefer, BQR, Forward, Marc VDs, Paddock GP, 
and speed Master. Each team is exceptionally well funded for the 
intermediate Moto2 class and should be well placed to get a sufficient 
budget for next season. But with little to no knowledge of the complex 
electronic systems that a MotoGP bike needs to use they will be at a 
severe disadvantage.

Moto2 the teams are given a standard ECU (electronic control unit) 
that they cannot modify in any way. While the Moto2 teams are unable 
to change the electronics the MotoGP teams have free reign to do as 
they please with their systems. As a result some of the most amazing 
technology found in the premier class is actually programming code. 

An example of this area of development is the system that Yamaha 
uses that allows the bike to “learn” throughout a wet race. Taking data 
from the opening three laps, and every subsequent lap, Yamaha have 
developed a system that allows their bike to understand the grip levels 
at each corner of the lap. With an array of sensors feeding information 
to the ECU the bike can determine what percentage of throttle will lead 
to an accident and will cut the power to the rear wheel if the rider is too 
aggressive and thus avoid a crash. 

how can a Moto2 team possibly get up to speed in using such a 
system between now and the start of 2012? With development and 
adjustment to their machinery limited the Moto2 teams have gained 
some experience of using a four-stroke engine and been able to teach 
their riders how to adapt to 600cc machinery but the ability to make 
drastic setup changes is limited in Moto2. Unlike in the predecessor to 
the Moto2 class, 250GP, riders and engineers crucially no longer learn 
the intricacies of developing a bike and setting it up in as much detail.

This will obviously handicap them in their first year in MotoGP 
and make the step up to the premier class exceptionally difficult. The 
new teams and riders therefore will be hard pressed to show their 
capabilities and while it will look good to have 24 bikes on the grid 
once again, assuming that new factories do enter the fray, will there 
actually be any changes to the racing next season?

Exciting crop of rookies expected
While their competitiveness will be at the centre of discussions 

about the new teams in the lead up to the start of next season the 
big question is who will ride the machinery. There is little doubt about 
four of the seats. Moto2 championship leader, stefan Bradl, is sure to 
move into the premier class about the Kiefer Racing machine. The team 
will also be all but certain to use the Kalex chassis that the German 
manufacturer is developing and it would be of little surprise to see it 
powered by a BMW engine and thus form an all German entry.

Bradl is clearly a star of the future and the CRT rule could be quite 
helpful for him in many ways. he will learn, with no pressure on his 
shoulders, about riding the bigger machinery before moving to a factory 
team in 2013 and thus bypassing the “rookie rule” in the process. The 
rookie rule stipulates that riders need to spend at least one year in the 
MotoGP class before becoming factory riders but with the speed and 
consistency that Bradl has shown so far in 2011 there is no doubt that 
factories will be clamouring to get hold of him in 2013.

The Marc VDs squad have already been testing a suter chassis with 
a BMW engine. The team have struggled in Moto2 this year but have 
shown signs of progress lately, particularly at silverstone. scott Redding, 
the youngest ever Grand Prix winner, will be the favourite to take the 
ride. The Englishman has consistently been hampered by his size as he 
has progressed through the ranks of Grand Prix racing but he should 
be perfectly suited to riding in MotoGP

Paddock GP will race Thomas Luthi next season. The former 125cc 
world champion has been very impressive this year with consistent 
performances. his previous problems of qualifying at the front of the 
field have been all but eliminated and now the swiss rider looks ready 
to take his first intermediate class victory.

The speed Master squad was set up last year around Andrea 
iannone and therefore it would be a massive shock if the italian was not 
involved. it remains to be seen what chassis and engine combination 
is used but an Aprilia World superbike engine twinned with an FTR 
chassis would not be too surprising.

Questions over BQR and Forward
BQR and Forward Racing are the only entries that do not have what 

could be considered as “sure fire” riders. The teams will therefore 
be looking to hire riders from other Moto2 teams or from World 
superbikes.

With BQR linked to a Kawasaki engine a rider such as Loan Lascorz 
might to appealing to the team. MZ Moto2 rider Anthony West would 
also be an interesting rider choice. The Australian has ridden in MotoGP 
before and his development skills are highly regarded by Kawasaki for 
whom he has raced in numerous series. 

Riders such as Alex de Angelis and Aleix Espargaro would also 
be of interest to both squads. Both riders have relevant, and recent, 
MotoGP experience and are exceptionally fast. Whether either rider 
would be willing to return to the premier class on machinery that is 
all but guaranteed to be uncompetitive though would be the biggest 
stumbling block. As a result the teams will surely have to look for other 
riders and with Mika Kallio unhappy at Marc VDs the Finn, a former 
factory Ducati rider, could be a very attractive proposition for Forward 
Racing. 

For years MotoGP was able to say that two wheeled racing was far 
more exciting than Formula 1. But with F1 thriving with exceptional 
racing it is now imperative that the new 1000cc MotoGP regulations 
work. The new CRT teams are integral to the future success of the 
class but don’t hold your breath on their competitiveness straight off 
the bat.

Ravensdale Lodge 
Equestrian Centre
Horseware Ireland Amateur RDS Qualifier

# 1 Frances Mellett’s Unknown Territory (F. 
Mellett) 44.31 seconds; # 2 D. Mc Givern’s Hey 
There Delilah (A. Byrne) 45.43 seconds; # 3 Joanna 
Curran’s Kilbrickan (J. Curran) 45.49 seconds; # 4 
Ruth Young’s Fury Flight (R. Young) 46.71 seconds; 
# 5 N. Devereaux’s Knockenpower Ginger (S. K O’ 
Donovan) 49.29 seconds; # 6 Fiona Roche’s Peopatra 
(F. Roche) 51.55 seconds; # 7 Catherine Chambers 
Elysium Imp (C. Chambers) 52.16 seconds; # 8 
Valerie Farrell’s Best Doll (V. Farrell) 45.06 seconds 
(four faults); # 9 Naomi Newton’s Flogas Luxurious 
(N. Newton) 47.33 seconds (four faults); # 10 S. 
White’s Forthill Sharamani (A. Munroe) 42.35 
seconds (eight faults); # 11 C. Swan’s Elysium (A. 
Burns) 44.40 seconds (twelve faults).
FEHL among forthcoming events at  
Ravensdale Lodge.

Ravensdale Lodge plays host to their first FEHL 
(Future Event Horse League) on Wednesday June 
29. 

Seen as a training ground for future stars in 
eventing FEHL provided an ideal opportunity to 
introduce potential young event horses to the 
disciplines involved. There are two FEHL classes, 

one for four year old horses, and the other for five 
year olds. 

Running in tandem with the FEHL classes there 
are also three other classes, one for Connemaras 
which is run over the four year old FEHL track, 
an RDS small event horse qualifier and a speed 
derby which is open to all on the day. For further 
information on this league please contact FEHL 
secretary, Camilla Walter on + 353 (0) 87 9251716 
or email fehleague@hotmail.com 

Kernan’s Equestrian 
Centre results
Summer Horse League

80cm – 1, J. Kernan’s  Attache (James Kernan); 
90cms – 1, J. Kernan’s Attache (James Kernan); 
1, L. McSorley’s Ferro Lane (Ryan O’Neill); 1, E. 
Mulligan’s Bob Douglas (Edward Mulligan); 1, L. 
Patterson’s  Stainsbury Free Spirit (Lynn Patterson); 
1 Metre –1, D. Finnegan’s Painted Cavalier (Mary 
Curtis);1. M. McAllister’s Whistle Dixie (Ryan 
O’Niell); 1, J. Duffy’s My Mustang Sally (Johnny 
Duffy); 1. J. Burgess Flurry Knox V (June Burgess); 
1.10 Metre) -  1,F. Savage’s Big Chill (Tom Doherty); 
1. J. Burgess’s Mexicana (June Burgess); 1.M. 
McCann’s Seapatrick Dougaleena (Joyce Hanah); 
1, M. McAllister’s Whistle Dixie (Ryan O’Neill); 1. 
T. Doherty’s Tiffcrum Venturel (Tom Doherty); 1. J. 

Kernan’s Zack (James Kernan): 1, J. Burgess’s Obos 
Appollo (June Burgess); 1, J. Duffy’s My Captain 
(Johnny Duffy); 1,B. Megahey’s Ballycapple Alto 
(Stephen Gibson); 1,S. Hanley’s Miss Capone (Sean 
Hanley); 1, E. Mulligan’s V Adermie 57 (Edward 
Mulligan); 1.20Metre – 1,J. Kernan’s Zack (James 
Kernan); 1,S. Kernan’s Zappo (Hannah Joyce);  1 
- B. Megahey’s Ballycapple Alto (Stephen Gibson); 
1. S. Hanley’s Miss Capone (Sean Hanley);
Summer Pony League

128 80cms – 1. S. Conlon’s MacKenzies Lad 
(Claire Conlon); 1. M. Ward’s Ennsicorne Pearl 
(Jennifier Torrens); 128 80cms Under 10’s – 1.A. 
Torrens Penny IV (Jennifier Torrens); 2. M. Ward’s 
Enniscrone Pearl (Jennifier Torrens); 128 90cms – 1. 
S. Conlon’s MacKenzies Lad (Claire Conlon); 138 
90cms – 1.M. Murphy’s Michelas Lady (Michaela 
Nugent); 1. M. Barrett’s Mister Jump (Niamh 
Barrett); 138 1 Metre – 1.S.Hughes Cizco (Ellen 
Hughes); 2. P. McCourt’s Louthbrickland Boy (Daire 
McCourt); 148 90cms – 1. M. Barrett’s Biscuit Gold 
(Orla Barrett); 148 1 Metre – 1. D. McCaughey’s 
Glen Miller (Aaron McCaughey); 1.D. McCaughey’s 
Lackamore Cmet (Sean McCaughey); 148 1.10 
Metre –1. D. McCaughey’s Glen Miller (Aaron 
McCaughey); 2. D. McCaughey’s Lackamore Comet 
(Sean McCaughey); 3. J. McCaughey’s Doonmore 
Lad (Aedi McCaughey); 148 1.20 Metre – 1. B. 
Dooley’s Maxx (Aoife Dooley); 2. J. McCaughey’s 
Doonmore Lad (Aedi McCaughey).

EQUESTRIAN Results

AND We Will is likely to go off 
favourite for this Saturday night’s 
final of the Red Mills All-Ireland Series 
at Dowdallshill, and, yes, she will win 
if she produces her semi-final run.

Kieran Lonergan’s Castleblayney 
runner enjoyed no luck in running 
in her first round defeat to Droopy’s 
Soprano, taking a knock at the first 
bend before finishing almost six 
lengths in arrears. 

On Saturday night, however, she 
got a clear passage, taking over from 
Aranmore Jet going down the back, 
and running on well from there to 
win by four lengths in an excellent 
28.70. Tina’s Zodiac was third.

Droopy’s Soprano had everything 
going for him in the second semi-final. 
Damien Reynolds and Paul Floody’s 
dog, one of five in the line-up based 
in Co Meath, had the fastest first 
round time, and had  Tina’s Zodiac as 
well as And We Will in arrears in the 

opening round.
The son of Droopy’s Kewell obliged, 

but only after he had collared long-
time leader, Mollys Garden close 
home.

Mollys Garden, one of two from 
David McKenna’s Kells kennel in the 
line-up, made her usual fast break, 
and skipping clear of the rest had 
a four length lead going down the 
back. Droopy’s Soprano emerged as 
her main challenger, the favourite 
closing rapidly turning for home.

However, it wasn’t until close home 
that the lead changed, Droopys’ drive 
for the line getting him in for a half-
length win in 29.02. 

Black Fireball was another to make 
late progress, finishing third just 
under three lengths off the winner.

Six inside seeds went into to the 
draw for the final, and the line-up is:

12 Aranmore Jet (Astronomic-
Ashen Byway) Owner: Martin 
McGowan, Co Cavan; trainer: Oliver 

Fitzpatrick, Oldcastle.
42 Mollys Garden (Daves Mentor-

Emporio Royale) Owner: Susan 
McKenna, Kells; trainer: David 
McKenna, Kells.

43 Black Fireball (Top Honcho-
Emporio Spitfire) Owner/trainer: 
Michael McGovern, Kells.

11 Droopy’s Soprano (Droopys 
Kewell-Droopys Top Gal) Owner/
trainer: Damien Reynolds, Paul 
Floody, Co Meath.

31 And We Will (Gilbeyhall Josh-
Girl With Guitar) Owner/trainer: 
Kieran Lonergan, Castleblayney.

23 Tinas Zodiac (Hades Rocket-
Marinas Ban) Owner/trainer: Edele 
and Chris Muldoon, Co Tyrone.

The graded part of Saturday’s 
card threw up another winner for 
the Dromiskin-based Aintree Crew 
Syndicate. Aintree Kate, chasing a 
first win on her fifteenth outing, 
went very fast to the opening bend 
in a 400, and she stayed on well after 

that to score handsomely in 21.80.
The Kilkerley-based brothers, John 

and Tommy Woods, had their now 
customary  weekly winner on Friday 
night, Belrobin House scoring a 
decisive sprint success.

There is no more consistent runner 
at the track right now, this being the 
home-bred’s fifth win on his seventh 
outing. He has stayed well within his 
grade, though having clocked 21.78 
this time will have to move into better 
company.

But he’s in such good form of 
late, further wins are not out of the 
question.

Later in the card Cian’s Machine 
won for Dowdallshill handler, Seamus 
O’Hanlon, and Peter and Antoinette 
Norton, leading for most of the 525 
journey. The well-made black shook 
off Torrac’s attentions nearing the 
final turn, before running strongly to 
the line to win by just over a length in 
a night’s fastest time, 28.97.

And We Will can lead home the rest in Red Mills final
By Joe Carroll

GOLF Glenmuir PGA Professional Championship

Double bogey disaster for Giles
GREENORE’S Robert Giles just missed out 
on capturing the Glenmuir PGA Professional 
Championship in association with Peugeot.

Whilst all the hysteria at the weekend was 
reserved for Rory McIlroy in the US Open, 
Giles had his own crazy week of highs and 
lows as he carded a third successive level par 
72 for a total of four under par. 

However, it was not enough as Craig 
Goodfellw came in at a steady one under, 71. 

On the second last day, three dropped 
shots in the final three holes left Giles with it 
all to do.

Giles was cruising at seven-under-par for 
the tournament having eased to three-under 
for his round – aided by an eagle at he first 
as he chipped in – when disaster struck over 
the PGA National course at The Belfry, near 
Birmingham.

He gave a shot back at the 16th before a lost 
ball at the 17th resulted in a double bogey. 
Consequently, he returned a score of level 
par 72 to sit at four-under after 54 holes, two 
shots off the lead ahead of the final round of 
the £78,000 tournament.

“It wasn’t the best finish given I was seven-
under with three to play”, said Giles who 
ensured that he will be making his PGA Cup 
debut. He also revealed how his return to 
form this week has rejuvenated him having 
withdrawn from all his tournaments last year 
due to a complete loss of form.

“My game had been pretty poor and I was 
at stage where I withdrew from all my events,” 
said the 40-year-old.

“I had some Challenge Tour events via my 
ranking and I pulled out of them last year as 
I was so despondent with my game but now 
it’s a question of looking at my schedule again 
after making the PGA Cup team.

“I would have liked to have won the 
championship but outside of that getting on 

the PGA Cup team was my next priority - and 
I’ve done that.”

However, making the PGA Cup was what it 
was all about for Giles. 

“I had chances to challenge. I had a chance 
on the 10th with a four foot putt for eagle to 
get to eight-under but I missed it. After that it 
was a case of getting home. I made a couple 
of bogeys on easy putts and I was a little bit 

nervous over the last few holes but I parred 
the last two to get home safely, so in the end 
I’m more than happy.

“Making the PGA Cup means everything. 
I’ve played majors, European Tour events, 
I’ve played seven times for Ireland in the 
International Team Championships, winning 
it twice, and if anything the PGA Cup is the 
only thing I haven’t played in.”

Robert Giles


